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I take this opportunity to register my opposition to lab-engineering of potentially lethal pathogens.

This research pushes the limits of legitimate scientific enquiry and risks global public safety. For example, it is pertinent to note that there were 395 biosafety breaches in the United States between 2003 and 2009 – including seven laboratory-acquired infections – that risked accidental release of dangerous pathogens from high-containment labs.¹

In regards to this matter, please refer to my open letter dated 31 January 2012 re the political and ethical implications of lethal virus development, addressed to Paul Keim of the National Science Advisory Board for Biosecurity (NSABB). The letter is accessible on the internet via this link: http://bit.ly/AfyAtQ

On the subject of H5N1, the US National Institutes of Health should be brought to account for funding research into making H5N1 more transmissible. As I ask in my letter to the NSABB, noted above, is the US breaching the Biological Weapons Convention² by sponsoring the development of a potentially lethal flu virus?

Likewise I question the behaviour of the scientist, Ron Fouchier, who “mutated the hell out of H5N1” and admitted he did something “really, really stupid” when the mutated H5N1 was put into the nose of one ferret, and then transferred to others.³

When Fouchier did something “really, really stupid”, did he pause and think about the ethics of the situation? Did he fully consider the possible consequences of the dual-use research he was undertaking? Did he think about “the social responsibility of science and scientists”? I suspect not.
At the European Scientific Working group on Influenza meeting in Malta in September 2011, Fouchier beat up the results of his research, saying “this is a very dangerous virus”. Subsequent to the furor surrounding his controversial research, Fouchier did a 180 degree turnaround on his claims about the lethality of his lab-engineered virus. Apparently the virus he created was neither as contagious nor as dangerous as people had been led to believe.

It seems to me there is much fear-mongering in the flu vaccine industry, a matter I touch upon in my letter to the NSABB mentioned above. There are also potential conflicts of interest.

There are forces working very hard to set up a massive international vaccines market in developed and developing countries, and I am not convinced all these vaccine products are justifiable. Relationships between the pharmaceutical industry and organisations such as the World Health Organisation, Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, National Institutes of Health and others, plus governments, should be subjected to scrutiny.

For example, I am sceptical about the World Health Organisation’s Pandemic Influenza Preparedness (PIP) Framework and Novartis Vaccines and Diagnostics’ option to “produce enough vaccines to protect the 7 billion people on our planet”. Given the experience of the 2009 influenza A/H1N1 pandemic which proved to be such a “damp squib” it appears to be very questionable to be investing enormous sums in flu vaccines.

Who can we trust to objectively investigate this matter and protect the best interests of the public?

Elizabeth Hart
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